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Lower Case and  
Capital Letters 

Year 1 / P2

Circle the capital letters. 

Write the lower case letter for each capital letter.

Circle the capital letters that are in the incorrect place.

Write the sentence with capital letters in the correct place. 
sanjay and mona are my best friends. 

my sister loves to jump in puddles. 

i went to london on a school trip. 

We Played at the Park. 
The sun Shines in the sky. 
Luca Drove to work. 
The ball Rolled down the Street. 
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What are full stops? 
Full stops are punctuation marks that are used at the end of a sentence to show that the 
sentence has ended. 

Use a     or X to show whether a full stop has been used correctly in the sentence.

FULL STOPS 

Can you arrange these words to make a sentence and add a full stop at the end? 
The first one has been done for you

The hat is blue.

Activity 5

Activity 6

hat The

is blue

She crunchy

likes apples

Mum the

car drives

Snow very

cold is
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Correct  Incorrect X

The flower is yellow.

We ran down. the long street.

I want to go. to the park.

She loves to swim in the pool.

The chicks were soft and fluffy.
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Write a sentence for each picture. You can use the word bank to help you. 
Make sure to include: finger spaces, capital letters and full stops.
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happy

bouncy

candles

tasty

smile

jump

fluffy

playing

yummy

joyful

birthday

sprinkles

excited 

cheerful

icing

The children feel

I can see

The cake
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